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Our customers are unique, each of them – even if they manufacture similar  
products. Based on deeply rooted values they know exactly what their client needs are.  
Committed to offering this variety of customized solutions for mechanical engineering 
we focus on individual proximity.

WE ARE ALL SET TO DO WHEN 
YOU DEMAND FOR

You are up to date to your client’s prospects. Individual and reliable answers are  
crucial to secure custom-made solutions for your applications. Optimize your lead with  
support from Axel Wirth Maschinen GmbH. 

Contact us and benefit from our expertise.

YOUR LEAD TO YOUR COMPETITORS

Max Wirth, CEO and owner
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Axel Wirth Maschinen’s origin is in the field of wood working industry. With our  
passion, love in detail, expertise and long standing experience is our aim to support you 
in your challenges for coating and glue application. We focus on our both mutual aim 
for single solutions as well as for complex projects – and not only since 1986. 

COMPETENCE AS A MARK OF 
EXPERIENCE – SINCE MORE THAN 
30 YEARS

Axel Wirth Maschinen was founded already in 1986 by Mr Axel Wirth, whose family was 
in the wood working industry since early 1950. 

Nowadays the company is considered as authentic and admired partner in industry of 
coating and glue manufacturing. Max Wirth, owner and CEO, has developed this to a 
remarkable position. Our company´s name is linked to expected quality, professionalism 
and efficiency. We create solutions of sustained yield in order to enable you to fulfill 
your customer demands.

TRADITION AND PROGRESS
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Theoretically many things are possible. However only a test run is the most efficient way 
to figure out the best process design. 

In our lab we support your ideas to a final solution with several roller coaters, glue  
applicators, distribution units and technical drying devices to obtain your specific result. 
Often this is the beginning of a new production technique. 

THE PROOF OF THE PUDDING IS IN 
THE EATING!

Each task has its own specific profile of qualification and solutions are as diverse as  
there are branches. Multiple requirements for liquid or pasty application materials 
sketch versatile assignments. 

Spanning various classes of business we compile concepts to fulfill those multiple  
requirements most efficiently. No matter whether it is the wood working industry, 
the automotive sector, coating for boards from glass or honeycomb woven carton, 
metal sheets, or spraying of 1K water based lacquer onto plastic profiles for windows  
production, or ceramic tiles.

SUCCESSFUL DEVELOPEMENT 
THE SWABIAN WAY:
FOCUS ON SOLUTIONS, 
NOT ON PROBLEMS
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You describe us your goals and we will offer you a solution how to obtain your target. 
Based on essential experience, knowhow and excellent professional training we ensure 
that innovation and quality fit together. This way we create business-solutions for you. 
We understand us as partners who support you on your way to success.

JOINTLY MOVING AHEAD

Being experts for surface coating we customize suitable and sustainable resolutions in 
close cooperation with our strategic partners. Accomplishment of tasks for more than 
just economic reasons – also for industries of glass and carton boards, ceramic carbon 
car breaks as well as for shoe industry, insulation boards, ceramic tiles, fashion frames 
for eyeglasses, parquet production and much more. Precisely, user – driven, focused, 
worldwide. 

All of our products are engineered and made in Germany. We manufacture machines 
from high-graded semifinished components from in-house construction and purchased 
parts are mainly from local suppliers for unique customization and well thought-through 
concepts. 

MADE IN GERMANY
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We are looking forward to your challenges – your concern is our motivation. For  
innovative solutions and state of the art standards we cooperate with the Advanced 
Technical College of Aalen. 

WE LOVE TOUGH TASKS

Successful concepts for surface coating require considerable knowledge about  
pre-treatment of substrates, material science and specific details regarding coating, 
stain and glue types.
 
Both practical experience and the right sense for the expected final results are crucial. By 
combining and sharing best practices and technical science we create enablers to fulfill 
our customer’s expectations. 

Concerning substrates, coatings and glues we act neutral and place the customers wish 
in focus to obtain required aims. 

ASSIGN YOUR CHALLENGE
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The world consists of much more than just machines. It´s the workers daily doing to 
build, sell, ship, install and operate our machines. It is part of our company’s philosophy 
to think outside the box – not just technologically but also related to training of our 
staff.

INTEGRITY AND SOCIAL WELFARE

We completely produce locally on-site in Oberkochen and we love to deliver products 
made in Germany. Our partners are mainly from our region. Reliability and sustainable 
circumstances guarantee the highest efficiency and flexibility in order to keep on raising 
state of quality. 

This gives the key advantage of location, strengthen our employees and their families 
and leads to long-term prosperity – for us and our customers.

We stand for cosmopolitanism, tolerance and equal rights. We support care projects 
for kids in Germany and Romania, for example the “Kinderhilfe für Siebenbürgen e.V.”. 
Still, despite all commercial boundaries and limitations, we are aware of the fact that we 
belong to the privileged. 

RESPONSIBILITY
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1986  foundation of company Axel Wirth, construction of first LW 100 

1990 construction of first dose roller applicator

2001 start of Max Wirth at company Axel Wirth Maschinen

2006  construction of first distribution unit with disc brushes

2009 expansion of production and office facilities

2011  foundation of company Axel Wirth Maschinen GmbH, 
with Managing Director Max Wirth

OUR HISTORY, YOUR SUCCESS

Since 2012 the expansion of our technical lab goes ahead step by step. 

More than 1.000 sold glue applicators, many, many dose and double dose roller  
applicators, distribution units and drying devices placed in nearly all European  
countries light up the enormous success of our business – for your lead as you benefit 
from decades of experience. 

ON MISSION


